CCEH Meeting Minutes 5/21/08
Present: E.V. Armitage, Rachel Post, Patty Doyle, Renata Wilson, Rosanne Marmal, Susan Montgomery,
Kerri Smith Slingerland, Lynne Walker, Molli Mitchell, Kreeg Peeples, Sarah Morrigan, Joseph VanderHeiden, Shannon Singleton, Fay Schuler, Gina Connors, Matthew Burroughs, Kristi House, Darla Brown,
Mark Brown, Marko Lamson, Rachel Devlin, Pat Janik, Clover Mow, Katie Nilson, Lee Iacuzzi, Pete
Munyon, Wesley Flowers, Mel Barrett, Rachel Williamson, Arthur Al Rios Sr., Carry Reynolds, Megan
O’Keefe, Mary Carroll.
1. Introductions
2. Approval of April Minutes, approved without opposition.
3. Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD) Highlights.
Sally Erickson quickly highlighted the workshop results. She distributed a handout that had some simple
effective strategies. Ask “What if?” and don’t take clients’ behavior personally. Diane Malbin, the trainer,
may follow up with several group trainings. See the www.fascets.org for more info.
4. Faith community mentoring projects.
Mary Carroll shared information and handouts. A Human Solutions staff person will coordinate
placements, with a goal of serving 100 homeless or at-risk families in which an adult is employed. Faith
communities will provide volunteers who will assist families through a financial management curriculum;
rent assistance may also be provided. City staff members are helping to coordinate a multidenominational Faith Leadership Council, which will oversee the mentoring program.
Discussion issues. A family is defined as at least one adult with at least one minor child. The goal is to
match people up with relatively few issues. The volunteer mentors may not have the skills to deal with
people with more challenging legal and mental health issues. All faiths are welcome to participate in the
mentoring. Marshall Runkel welcomed suggestions for more involvement. Mary said the mentoring
would be focused on financial literacy – the matches would not be based on faith but on logistical things
such as time availability and geographical proximity. Jean DeMaster said referrals to the program can
start once the Human Solutions staff is hired, around July 1. Services will be first-come/first-served. They
plan to start with about 15 families. Each church would help one family; or up to 3 or 4 for a large church.
5. August Project Homeless Connect event
Mary Carroll distributed handouts. On Friday & Saturday, August 22 & 23, Luis Palau Association is
holding a huge event at the waterfront. These events draw up to 100,000 people; this is a great
opportunity to get the churches involved in the fight against hunger and homelessness. On Saturday, the
Oregon Food bank will hold a food drive. On Friday, a PHC event will be held in an outdoor tent adjacent
to the event. Ruth Benson added that various faith communities within the county are coordinating to do
mini, neighborhood-based Project Homeless Connects, mostly healthcare-oriented, using all volunteers.
6. Homeless Liberation Front.
Larry Reynolds spoke regarding their group’s desire to end street sweeps and to provide immediate
solutions, especially an end to the sit/lie ordinance and the no-camping ordinance. People experiencing
homelessness need to be able to go and rest somewhere. He presented some of their strategies. They want
to be seen, not hidden. They want technical support, pamphlets, attending council meetings, media and
TV coverage, petitions especially to overturn the sit/lie law. Lynne Walker said a huge barrier was the
need for public toilets.

Discussion issues. There was concern that the protesters were singled out for street sweeps due to their
activism. The bottom line was, people need a place to sleep. Suggestion of breaking down class barriers,
suggestion of a job bank run by homeless people. There were questions regarding programs for youths
who turn 21. There was the suggestion of a green zone/safe zone. Many of these options were going to
take time; we need help ASAP, we need innovative solutions and to bring in more people. Concern that
focusing on housing first was not a successful strategy in today’s housing crisis. Concern that the sit/lie
and anti-camping laws were unconstitutional. Suggestion that if the police do a homeless sweep that they
provide an option of where the people can go. Concern that there are not enough resources for homeless
couples; non-married partners were treated as singles. We need accommodations for service dogs and
same-sex couples. Several people volunteered to meet with HLF member to brainstorm further on
solutions. Sally will follow up with some of the ideas with the steering committee.
7. Family Shelter Network
160 winter beds available; 128 for the rest of the year. Jean She distributed some handouts. My Father’s
House is waiting for donations to complete a 30-unit apartment building, and then they will sell their
current property.
8. Other items not on agenda.
Bobby Weinstock brought a new version of the downtown low-cost rentals book. 700 units in down town
Portland have been lost in the last ten years. The number of low-cost units available keeps going down
every year. A lot of these units come with tenant restrictions, based on their funding. Housing
Connections is a good resource.

